Shuttle Schedule

Updated January 15, 2018

Einstein shuttles support our medical education program only and students have priority seating.

WITH THE EXCEPTION OF 180TH STREET, SHUTTLES ARE NOT INTENDED FOR COMMUTING PURPOSES.

ID CARDS MUST BE PRESENTED AT BOARDING IN ORDER TO RIDE THE SHUTTLES

SHUTTLE SCHEDULE IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
FROM BELFER
Departure Times to Montefiore Medical Center from Belfer Building
Shuttle gives priority seating to Einstein medical students and Einstein medical faculty.
ID must be shown to ride the shuttles. NO EXCEPTIONS Pick up on E. Gun Hill Road. Drop off on 111 E. 210 Street.
*Med Park picks up and drops off at 1575 Blondell Ave entrance.
*Jacobi picks up and drops off at 1400 Pelham Pkwy South.

FROM MMC
Departure Times to Belfer Building from Montefiore Medical Center
Shuttle gives priority seating to Einstein medical students and Einstein medical faculty.
ID must be shown to ride the shuttles. NO EXCEPTIONS Pick up on E. Gun Hill Road. Drop off on 111 E. 210 Street.
*P/U 111 E. 210 Street only

Shuttle gives priority seating to Einstein medical students and Einstein medical faculty.
ID must be shown to ride the shuttles. NO EXCEPTIONS
Pick up on E. Gun Hill Road. Drop off on 111 E. 210 Street.

Express Einstein-Montefiore Shuttle
Picks up and drops off in both the East Gun Hill Road & the 111 E. 210 Street entrances. After 5pm Pick/Drop off will be on 210 Street ONLY.

EINSTEIN-WAKEFIELD

EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 9, 2017, THERE WILL NO LONGER BE SHUTTLE SERVICE TO WAKEFIELD.

Medical students on clinical rotations should make travel reservations through E-Car.
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